Abstract We obtain a characterization of quantum shapephase transitions in the terms of complexity measures in the two-dimensional limit of the vibron model based on the spectrum generating algebra U(3). Complexity measures (in terms of the Rényi entropies) have been calculated for different values of the control parameter for the ground state of this model giving sharp signatures of the quantum shape-phase transition from linear to bent molecules.
Introduction
Quantum phase transitions (QPT) are a fundamental part of quantum many-body theory and can be considered as an extension of classical phase transitions to zero absolute temperature. QPTs result from the variation of quantum fluctuations. Generally speaking, one finds different quantum phases connected to specific geometric configurations of the ground state and related to distinct dynamic symmetries of the Hamiltonian. The QPT occurs as a function of a control parameter ξ that appears in the Hamiltonian H. For us, it will appear in the form of a convex combination H(ξ)=(1−ξ)H 1 + ξH 2 . At ξ=0 the system is in phase I, characterized by the dynamical symmetry G 1 of H 1 , and at ξ=1 the system is in phase II, characterized by the dynamical symmetry G 2 of H 2 . At some critical point ξ c ∈(0,1), there is an abrupt change in the symmetry and structure of the ground state wavefunction. This is the case of the so-called "vibron models" (see e.g., [13-16, 22, 23] ), interacting boson models, which exhibit a second-order shape-phase transition from linear to bent. These models have been used to study the rovibrational properties in diatomic and polyatomic molecules. The vibron model was introduced by Iachello in the 1980s for the description, in an algebraic manner, of molecular structure (see standard textbooks [11, 12] on the subject). It is based on the spectrum generating algebra U(4) and it includes a full description of rovibrational degrees of freedom for a diatomic molecule. The description of polyatomic molecular species is achieved through the coupling of several U(4) algebras. Two limits of this model were later introduced, to avoid the mathematical complexities of the full rovibrational description, the onedimensional limit (based on the U(2) dynamical algebra) and the two-dimensional limit (based on the U(3) dynamical algebra), which is the simplest model retaining angular momentum quantum numbers. We chose the latter model to perform calculations of the statistical complexity across the shapephase transition from linear to bent, two configurations that appear in triatomic molecules. The importance of shape QTPs in molecular modeling relies on the fact that molecular species exist with a nonrigid structure, intermediate between rigid linear and bent, and a unified description of all configurations within the framework of a single approach (as the vibron model does) is very challenging, as most common approaches so far have concentrated on linear or quasi-linear geometries.
On the other hand, information entropies and statistical complexities have a role of growing importance in describing quantum phenomena. Different simple atomic systems [7, 8, 10, 29, 30, 32, 34] were studied with Fisher [9] and Shannon [31] information [1, 25, 33] . These systems display remarkable properties when the so-called LMC complexity [6, 18] is computed on them [21, 30] . Recently, it has been shown that Shannon and Rényi entropies [4, 24, 27] , Wehrl entropies [3, 26] , entanglement entropies [5] , and Rényi-Fisher products [20] detect QPTs in several atomic and chemical quantum models. In this article, we show that the generalized complexity measures [19] are also excellent descriptors of QPT in the vibron model for molecules.
Complexity is a general indicator of structure and correlation. Therefore, it is useful in chemistry or in molecular modeling. We mention by passing that the special case of LMC complexity (that is, α=1 and β= 2) has proved to be useful in studying several chemical and physical properties. In [2] , it was found that molecules with a low number of electrons possess low complexities, while a larger number of electrons possess larger complexities. Studying hardness and ionization potentials, they concluded that molecules that are more stable chemically possess low complexity values.
This article is organized as follows: in the following section we remind the reader of the two-dimensional limit of the vibron model; in the last but one section we study the description of the QPT in this model by means of a complexity measure. Finally some conclusions are given.
U(3) vibron model and shape QPT
The two-dimensional vibron model, based on the U(3) symmetry spectrum generating algebra, describes a planar molecular system containing a dipole degree of freedom [13] . It is an appropriate model for the study of critical properties because it is the simplest model that still retains the basics of more complicated threedimensional models and embodies the necessary physical ingredients to reproduce the spectroscopic signatures of rigidly linear, rigidly bent, and floppy molecular configurations [15, 16] . The basic physical realization of such a system is the bending vibrational mode of a molecule [14, 23] . In the U(3) vibron model, one finds different shape phases connected to specific geometric configurations of the ground state and related to distinct dynamic symmetries of the Hamiltonian [22] . Let us give a brief explanation of the basic ingredients to construct this Hamiltonian. In this model, the elementary excitations are described by creation and annihilation twodimensional vector τ -bosons {τ x † ,τ y † ,τ x ,τ y } and a scalar σ -boson {σ † ,σ}. It is convenient to introduce circular bosons:
. The essential Hamiltonian of this system is written in terms of bilinear products of these creation and annihilation operators, which lead to up to nine generators of the corresponding U(3) algebra. Concretely, the essential Hamiltonian [22] is only written in terms of the following five generators:
where b n and b n s are number operator of vector and scalar bosons, respectively, b l is the two-dimensional angular momentum, and b D AE is the dipole operator. We have to take into account that the total number of bosons b N ¼ b n þ b n σ and the two-dimensional angular momentum b l are conserved. With these ingredients, the essential Hamiltonian is given by
where N is the "size" of the system [it labels the totally symmetric (
squared angular momentum of the SO(3) subalgebra, and ξ∈[0,1] is a control parameter. In the thermodynamic (mean field or large size) limit, where number of bound states becomes large, N→∞, there is a shape QPT at a critical value ξ c =0.2 of the control parameter ξ, which marks the boundary between the two geometrical phases: the linear (for ξ<ξ c ) and the bent (for ξ>ξ c ) phases (see later on this section for a more precise explanation). We will consider the following state space basis in order to solve the eigenvalue problem jN ; n; l >¼
where the bending quantum number n=N,N−1,N−2,…, 0 and the angular momentum l=±n,±(n−2),…,±1 or 0 (n= odd or even) are the eigenvalues of b n and b l , respectively. The matrix elements of b W 2 can be easily derived (see e.g., [22] ):
The ground state energy in the thermodynamic limit N→∞ is recovered by using ground state ansätze in terms of (semi-classical) coherent states
with r being a free variational real parameter and b c † being the boson condensate. Other rotationally equivalent possibilities can also be considered [17] . The variational parameter r is fixed by minimizing the ground state energy functional "per particle" (see e.g., [22] ):
From ∂ E ξ (r)/∂r=0 one gets the "equilibrium radius" r e and the ground state energy E ξ as a function of the control parameter ξ:
Then one finds that d 2 E ξ [r e (ξ)]/dξ 2 is discontinuous at ξ c = 1/5 and the shape phase transition, from linear (ξ≤1/5) to bent (ξ>1/5) is said to be of second order. For triatomic molecules, the (dimensionless) algebraic variational coordinate r has been related to a physical angular displacement [14, 15, 22] (or "bending angle") θ∼r/a, with a the equilibrium bond length, which reflects the degree of distortion of the molecular framework from linearity (r=0).
For a finite number N of bound states, a numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (2) must be done for each value of the control parameter ξ. The ground state wave function is given
where the coefficients c n,m (N) (ξ) are obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (2) in terms of the basis vectors (3). In order to calculate complexity measures for the ground state density function f=|ψ| 2 , we must introduce position (and momentum) representations. Denoting by (a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 )≡(σ,τ + ,τ − ) the three oscillator operators and position and momentum operators are defined in the standard way as
, respectively, for i=1,2,3. We should say that the "position" r=(x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3 ) is not directly related with the true space coordinates of the molecule, but it provides a useful representation to write the wave packet. The basis functions (3) are then written in position representation
ð9Þ in terms of Hermite polynomials H n (x). In this model, wave functions in position and momentum representation are the same. This is easy to check taking into account the properties of the Fourier transform of the e −x 2 H n x ð Þ and the fact that the system is parity invariant. As position and momentum wave functions are the same in this particular model, in the following we will only consider position space expressions. We will write ψ ξ (N) (r)=<r |ψ ξ (N) > the corresponding wave function in position representation and f ξ (N) (r)=|ψ ξ (N) (r)| 2 (or simply f(r) when there is no confusion) the ground state position density distribution.
Complexity and description of the QPT in the vibron model
Consider a D-dimensional nonnegative function f(r). A complexity measure of f can be defined as [19] :
where R f (α) is the Rényi entropy of the function f given by
ð Þdr with 0 < α < ∞ and α≠1 ð11Þ
and R f (1) =S f =−∫f(r)lnf(r)dr with S f the so-called Shannon entropy of f [31] . That is, the Rényi entropy reduces to the Shannon entropy if α→1. Eq. (10) is the generalization of the so-called LMC complexity measure [6] :
H f ¼ e S f is the Shannon entropy power, while
is the disequilibrium. A oneparameter extension of the LMC complexity measure [28] is given by the selection β=2 in Eq. (10) . The most general form of this kind of family of complexities can be defined by Eq. (10) . This definition leads to several appealing features. The complexity measure (10) verifies the mathematical properties of inversion symmetry, monotonicity, invariance under translations, rescaling transformations and replication, and near continuity (for an extensive description see [19] ). The generalized complexity is an increasing function of β for a fixed α. That means that increasing the value of β we can "enlarge" the changes in the complexity. This is the advantage of examining complexity instead of the Rényi entropy. In studying the QPT, it can be useful to magnify the vicinity of the transition point. It can especially be helpful if we want to apply the generalized complexity as a control parameter. Figure 1 shows the complexity measure for the ground state density as a function of ξ for (α,β)=(1,3/2) (left) and (3/4,3/2) (right), for N=8, 16, and 20. The density has been computed numerically. The complexity measure is quasi-constant in the linear phase and is a decreasing function for ξ≥0.2. That is, C f (α,β) is quasi-constant for linear and quasi-linear molecules and a decreasing function of ξ for bent molecules. So the complexity measure is a detector of the quantum phase transition and could be considered as an order parameter in the system to distinguish different types of molecules. We would like to point out that we have considered other values of the parameters α and β and the results are analogous.
Conclusions
In this work, a complexity measure has been proposed to describe a QPT in the U(3) vibron model for molecules. We have shown that this information measure has different behaviors for each phase in this model: (1) it is quasi-constant in the linear phase and (2) it is a decreasing function of the control parameter in the model in the bent phase. This analysis can be extended to other systems where QPTs occur to prove the general validity of the results. 
